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Abstract. we propose a repository to characterize OO evolution problematic.
The two main objectives are to characterize object evolution according to its
own features, and to uniformly analyze and compare evolution strategies
according to this proposed repository. For that, OO evolution is defined
according to its three fundamental features that we call facets: the subject of
evolution (the structure or the behavior of objects), the type of evolution
(whether it is foreseeable or not) and the mechanism used to deal with object
evolution (from class or instance toward classes or instances). We restrict and
develop our study to the structure of an object. We propose a taxonomy on
object structure (the node and the arc) and a taxonomy on evolution operations.
We distinguish unary and binary operations that apply on the above defined
concepts. We then analyze and position some evolution strategies according
within this repository and according to those two taxonomies.
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The three facets of Object Evolution

The three facets that we consider as the fundamental features of OO evolution are the
subject, the type and the mechanism of evolution:
1. Subject of Evolution: the structure and the behavior of an object can evolve. They
are the subject of evolution:
− The structure is all of the object attributes (simples attributes and semantic links
like inheritance, association and composition).
− The behavior is all of its methods used during every execution of the system.
2. Mechanism of Evolution: evolution of a subject can be activated on a class or on
an instance levels. We distinguish the development and the emergence mechanisms:
− The development: represents a class evolution with impacts on other classes and
instances, like versioning [5,10], classification [3]…
− The emergence: represents an instance evolution with impacts on classes. It is each
instance evolution provoking the evolution of class specifications. Few evolution
strategies, at our known, propose an emergence mechanism [12,18].
3. Type of Evolution: a subject evolves according to two types of evolution:
− The Preventive evolution: when evolution is predictable, it can be achieved since
changes are identified and integrated during the analysis and the design phases. So,
when such changes appear, the model knows how to achieve its own evolution.
The preventive evolution is said with break when the relation between the model
statuses before and after evolution is not established (as for reorganization [4],
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categorization [12] or conversion [13]). The preventive evolution is said seamless
when the relation between the model statuses before and after evolution is known
(as for versioning [10], role [14], or instance versioning [5]).
− The Curative evolution: when evolution can be achieved if unpredictable changes
occur, like for categorization [12] and emergence [18].
To evolve, any evolution subject SE needs a mechanism of evolution ME according
to a type of evolution TE: SE (M E,TE ) .
1.1

The structure of evolution

We restrict the subject facet to the structure. We propose a taxonomy of structures and
a taxonomy of operations applied on this taxonomy of structures.
1. Taxonomy of structures: a structural hierarchy of objects is a graph composed of
nodes and arcs. We consider that nodes and arcs have the same first-prevalence:
− Node: is an entity representing a structural information within a class hierarchy
and which can be called to evolve. We consider the class and the instance nodes.
− Arc: is a link between two nodes. Its semantic depends on the two linked nodes.
An arc can be from a class to another class [17], from a class to an instance [2,13],
from an instance to another [10] or from an instance to a class [18].
2. Taxonomies of evolution operations: we consider unary and binary operations:
− Unary operation: addition, modification and deletion are operations applied on a
single structure (node or arc). Each operation has a semantic according to the
structure on which it is applied. For example, the addition of a class implies the
addition of its attributes and methods, while the addition of an instance implies its
creation according to its class. An unary operation has a given range depending on
the concerned node. For example, the deletion of a class as an internal node or as a
leaf node within a hierarchy has different ranges. The first one concerns the
subclasses. The second one concerns the deletion of a class and its instances.
− Binary operation: is any evolution operation applied on two structures: from the
source structure toward the target one. We identify the following binary
operations: Transfer, Split, Fusion and Emergence:
− Transfer moves a structure, like a class, within an hierarchy or to another one. It
copy the source structure toward the target one, before deleting the source.
− Split divides a structure in two new structures, like a class in two classes.
− Fusion groups together two structures in one structure.
− Emergence outlines a structure from the dynamic instance evolution.
1.2

The mechanism of evolution

The studied structure-evolution strategies are presented according to the evolution
mechanism:
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1. Development: strategies acting on the class-nodes with possible impacts on other
class-nodes and on instance-nodes lean on a development mechanism. So it can be:
− a class-to-class: from a class-node with impacts on other class-nodes. Most
important strategies are: Class extension [17], Reorganization [4], Correction [2,13],
Class versioning [10], Class classification [3], Characteristics migration [8,9].
− a class-to-instances: from a class-node with impacts on instance-nodes, like
Instance conversion [2,13], Instance emulation and Instance versioning [5].
− an instance-to-instance: from an instance-node to other ones: Integrity constraints
[11], Instance versions, Instance classification [16].
2. Emergence: strategies acting on the instance-nodes with impacts on class-nodes:
instance-to-class (emergence [18]) and class-to-class (categorization [12]).
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How to place an evolution strategy within the repository?

We propose a method to place any evolution strategy according to the triplet
SE (M E,TE ) . For each strategy, the following questions must be answered:
1. On what subject of evolution does it act: the structure or the behavior?
2. What mechanism of evolution does it ensure: Development or emergence?
3. What type of evolution does it propose: Curative evolution or preventive one?


Strategies
Extension

Subject of evolution
structure
operation taxonomy
taxonomy
Unary
binary
addition
addition, modification, deletion
addition, modification, deletion
addition, modification, deletion
addition, modification, deletion

Characteristic
migration

Inheritance arc
Node
Inheritance arc
Node
Inheritance arc
Node
Class-class arc
Node
Class- class arc
Node
Class -class arc

Conversion

Node

Emulation

Reorganization
Correction
Versioning
Classification

Mechanism of evolution
development

emergence

preventive

curative

-

class-to-class

-

class-to-class

class-toclass

continue

-

break

-

-

class-to-class

-

break

-

fusion

class-to-class

-

break

-

break

-

break

-

-

continue

-

-

continue

-

-

break

-

-

continue

-

-

break

-

-

break

-

-

Curative

break

-

-

class-to-class

-

fusion, split
transfer

class-to-class

modification

-

Node

modification

-

Versioning

Node
Class-instance arc

addition, modification, deletion

fusion

Integrity
constraints

Node

modification

-

Versions

Node

modification

fusion

Node
Instance-inst arc
Node
Instance-class arc
Node
Class-class arc

addition, modification, deletion
addition, modification, deletion
addition, modification, deletion

Classification
Emergence
Categorization

Type of evolution

class-toinstance
class-toinstance
class-toinstance
instance -toinstance
instance -toinstance
instance -toinstance

transfer
emergence

-

emergence

class-to-class

class-toclass
class-toclass

instance -toclass
class-toclass

Table 1. evolution strategies according to their subject, mechanism and type of evolution

This method is applied on some strategies. They are placed within the proposed
repository as summarized in Table1. We note that the OO structure-evolution problem
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is mainly treated under a development mechanism within a preventive evolution. The
evolution problem was less treated curatively within the emergence mechanism.

3

Conclusions

To answer complex set of needs of object-evolution problems [1,2,6,7…], we have
been convinced by a necessary analysis work that must be done upstream of any
punctual evolution need. We have thus defined a classification of object evolution
based on its own facets: the subject, the type and the mechanism of evolution.
Classifying object evolution according to its facets offers a common referential,
independent from evolution strategies. We focused on structure evolution. We
proposed a taxonomy of structure and a taxonomy of evolution operations. We have
placed some of the main existing evolution strategies within the repository. As far as
we know, there is no work analyzing OO evolution according to its entire and
fundamental features. Some works, like [15], propose an interesting evolution
analysis, but concerning just a specific domain. We believe that our approach may
widely contribute in the analysis and the design of evolution and to control its
maintenance. We still persuaded that this analysis of OO evolution will not only allow
to find out new research areas but also to guide them.
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